WILL LOCKWOOD
Rowing

BORN: 13 May 1988 Melbourne (age 24)
RESIDENCE: Melbourne
AFFILIATION: MUBC
EVENT(S): Four - Men (4-)
COACH: Noel Donaldson / Rhett Alyiffe

OLYMPICS
London 2012: Debut

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
Winning the 2010 World Cup 2 in the four in Germany
Placing 2nd in the 2010 World Cup 3 in the eight in Switzerland
Placing 3rd at the 2010 World Championships in the eight in New Zealand

INTERESTING FACTS
Lockwood races in the four alongside Drew Ginn, James Chapman and Josh Dunkley-Smith after the crew was put together in March 2012
Lockwood has competed at two World Championships, winning silver in 2011 in Slovenia as part of the coxed pair and bronze in 2010 in the men's eight

“Will is racing as part of Australia’s new Oarsome Foursome, the Aus flagship. This boat will contest the “Ashes on Water” against the highly fancied GB home team. Will is not the biggest of most physically imposing athletes, but he is such a pleasure to coach and is someone who has the X Factor. Everyone wants to row with him.”
- Alex Henshilwood - Director of Rowing, Melbourne University Boat Club
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